
innovaphone Reporting can provide an overview of the 
communication taking place in a company quickly and easily. 
The relevant information on call and response behaviour is 
delivered and presented clearly. There are various possibilities 
of grouping the information and specifi c fi lters can be set to 
allow customized reports to be generated. The data is updated 
in real time and can be saved, exported or printed at any time.

Reporting runs on the innovaphone Linux Application Platform, 
which is performed either on one of the innovaphone 11 series 
gateways (IP13011, IP811, IP0011) or the innovaphone ten 
series IP6010 gateway or on a VMware-based server. 
innovaphone Reporting works on the basis of a database, in 
which the innovaphone PBX Call Detail Records (CDR) are 
processed.   

Key features of innovaphone Reporting:
Call queries for individual PBX subscribers or 
groups

The innovaphone Reporting application off ers direct call queries 
under the item “Reports”. Once the object name (for example, 
the person) and the desired evaluation day or period has been 
entered, all calls that have passed through the PBX during the 
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to defi ne dedicated user access and fi lters in innovaphone 
Reporting. Thus, multiple clients can use the same reporting 
application independently and only see information that is 
relevant to themselves. A hosting scenario would be an 
example of a typical application.

Storing the evaluations
Once generated, the evaluations can be saved at any time. 

The user can choose between a PDF, XML, and a CSV fi le or 
can directly print the results.

Security
In addition to encrypted report queries, there is also the 

possibility to render entries anonymous. To do this, the last 
three digits of the connections dialled are blanked out for 
privacy reasons. Concerning internal calls, the corresponding 
names are removed.

 
Licensing
One Port license and one Reporting license per user is required 
to use innovaphone Reporting. The license is debited as soon as 
the function is confi gured for a user on the PBX - independent of 
the usage (no Floating!) 
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■  Simple and convenient tool for evaluating calls within the innovaphone PBX
■ Generating individual filters
■ Reports are updated in real time
■  Direct call queries possible
■  Reports can be saved  (PDF, XML, or CSV file), exported or printed at any time
■  Reports can be rendered anonymous
■  Multi-client capability: multiple clients can use the same Reporting application 

independently

Reporting :

At a glance

■  Reporting runs on the innovaphone Linux application platform that is operated 
either on one of the innovaphone 11 series gateways (IP13011, IP811, IP0011) or 
the innovaphone ten series IP6010 gateway or on a VMware-based server

Requirement:

innovaphone Reporting

Licensing: ■  One Port license as well as one Reporting license per user
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